
                  Ikebiebooks From The Start 

      Chuks I. Ndukwe, the founder and CEO of Ikebiebooks is seventy five years old man. In his years 
of active life, he has experienced few magic moments he doesn’t believe many people would believe. 
Writing a book wasn’t something he dreamed of nor something that picked his fancy. But like many 
things in life you just let your spirit go and grant your inner-power the liberty to rule your world while 
you sit back, listen to your inner-voice, and take actions persistently and thoughtfully. Ikebiebooks 
springs out of amazing but conflicted life of the man who is now ready to tell the story.   
     It’s like true manifestation of "The Irony Of Goal Achieved," or “View From the Mountain Top On 
the Difficult Winding Track That Lead To the Spot.” However, in a more rational way, it is a 
revelation of the "Human Interiority Complex." That’s my life that impelled the creation of this site. 
     Here's what I mean by goal achieved: At the age of twelve, an American scientist had visited my 
school, Alayi Methodist Central School and demonstrated how electric light is produced. It's like 
dangling a worm on fishing hook in front of fishes except he did not intend to capture and hurt us. 
Being a curious fish, I chased after the hook. So I jumped up and screamed "I want to become 
electrical engineer when I grow up" regardless of the fact that I had no chance of becoming electrical 
engineer. And this is where my interiority complex intervened and planted people— strangers and the 
like along the way to make my wish come true. The irony is that the day the executive staff at Lucent 
technologies gave me standing ovation for the part I played in stabilizing the internet—the day my 
contribution to the high tech industry gained peer recognition, marked the beginning of the end of my 
career in the high tech industry. 
     By human interiority complex, I mean the natural structure in every human being that we normally 
do not understand. I am referring to conscience, non-carnal senses, and the inner-voice at the backdrop 
of which is the awesome resistless inner-power that I usually call the inner-guardian. I came to the 
revelation of how these four work together in a contingent symbiosis to move the journey of life along 
by looking at my own journey. 
     The view from the mountain top came, is a dream I’ve had in 2007. I had bought a franchise with 
everything I had which turned out to be a scam, crashed financially, and was few hours away from 
homelessness and demanded answers from God. Then the track that lead to that spot, came in the form 
of what the dream revealed: Cinematographic image of me from the age of four naked on the sandy 
playground with my cousin; the essence of who I am and what it took to get to that moment. All the 
obstacles, hurdles, and adversities I had to overcome to get there. It's not my doing! It's just how that 
inner-resistless power goes about its work.  
    Ikebiebooks features books that reminds visitors that in the journey of life, the task is neither to 
worry about where the journey leads nor dwell on how it will end but to be true to who we are, 
unyielding fidelity in our beliefs, and persistent in action taking because that’s how we can invite the 
inner-power to lead our journey. For it is only and only when the inner-guardian matches our work to 
our reason for being that destiny can be conjured.   



    


